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Introduction
Raised from the the magnetosphere-ionosphere current system and the induction current in the earth [1] , Geomagnetic variation field is tightly connected to the activity of the sun, magnetosphere and ionosphere [2] , and has extensive impact in the fields of space weather forecasting [3] and geomagnetic navigation [4, 5] . The modeling and forecasting of geomagnetic variation field, which has effect in the accuracy of space weather forecasting and geomagnetic navigation, is of importance in application [5, 6] . The nonlinear interaction between various parameters in geomagnetic dynamic system makes the attempt to use a complete theoretical model to describe the magnetic field changes and further modeling forecasting possible [6] .He Kang et al used PWVD method to analyze the data of geomagnetic Z component before Wenchuan Earthquake to get the time-frequency analysis, and detected magnetic anomaly signal [7] ; Niu Chao et al utilized EEMD method to separate signal, modeled and forecasted geomagnetic field signal with improved ELMAN neural network [8] , then they proposed the MEEMD -sample entropy -LSSVM model, made the 24h multi-step forecasting error to 3.0nT [9] .
Geomagnetic variation is divided into quiet period and active period. Quiet period is composed of periodic and regular changes, while active period is non-periodic and random. [2] Based on the result of time frequency analysis, this paper focused on the predictability of geomagnetic signal in active period.
Analysis
The severe degree of geomagnetic variation is effected by ionosphere activity, solar wind and other factors, then directly influence the accuracy of forecasting. The Z-component is used as the matching parameter in application, therefore we make Z-component the object to model. The data used in experiment is 10min-mean-data of geomagnetic variation field form Chinese QIX station, 2009. As is shown in Fig.1 Fig.2 , which has obvious change with time. The signal is of typical non-stationary characteristics, and has more complex components. Although the average energy of the disturbance components is not big all through the time, they could form a large peak at some time points. This is why it is hard to analyze and forecast the geomagnetic variation field in active period. [14] LNN could directly calculate the network's weights and thresholds without training. If the network has more than one zero-error solutions, then it takes the smallest one for weights and thresholds. In the case of nonexistence of zero-error solution, LNN accords to the Least Mean-Square (LMS) to selects weights and thresholds. When analyzing the signal at the time , we take the geomagnetic field signal since 1 week before as the sample to get the training models, and then utilize these models to forecast the value at time point . Take , the results of 2 hour multi-step forecasting are shown in Fig.3 . As is shown in Fig.3 , LNN could trace the signal well, although it causes huge errors in the extreme points.
Radical Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) Forecasting
RBFNN is a three layer forward network, consisted of three parts: a set of sensing unit (source node) of input layer, hidden layer of the computing nodes and input layer of the computing nodes .Input signal to the hidden layer, the node function is Gaussian Function. Output layer node function is usually a linear function. Take spread=100, , the results of 2 hour multi-step forecasting are shown in Fig.4 . 
General Regression Neural Network (GRNN) Forecasting
GRNN, a feedforward neural network based on the theory of nonlinear regression analysis, is a variation form of RBFNN. It activates neurons to trace function, and is composed of input layer, hidden layer and output layer. Hidden layer uses Gauss Transformation Function to control the input, each training vector in the hidden layer has a corresponding training RBF neuron, and stored in each hidden layer neuron. GRNN doesn't change weights between neurons in training, to make sure network learning entirely depends on data samples, so GRNN avoids the influence of the subjective assumption to the forecasting. Take , the results of 2 hour multi-step forecasting are shown in Fig.5 . 
Result
This paper take the 1-week long 10-minites-mean Z-component geomagnetic field signal sequence as train data, and forecasting time interval 0~24h. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) of the multi-step forecasting results are shown in Fig.6 . Just as expected, MAE rises as forecasting time extends, because of accumulation error in the process of iteration. As is accorded in Table1, GRNN has relatively jarless result in multi-step forecasting examinations, as MAE chould be concentrated on some value when forecasting time longer than 4h. RBFNN has the best performance among the 3 methods. As time gets longer, LNN cause MAE rise apparently. All the 3 methods could control the forecasting error in the interval of . 
Conclusion
This paper in view of the active period geomagnetic station signal, analyzed characteristic using the time-frequency, modeled and forecasted in three kinds of neural networks, separately. In the process of multi-step forecasting, GRNN and RBFNN perform well, little influence occurs in the precision of multi-step prediction, while LNN increase MAE as the forecast time extends. RBFNN's MAE value is minimum.
